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TSP system,from Smartclima,is a set of hot water system,works in 
Sunny,in Cloudy,in Windy,In Rainy,In Snowy,in Night, and in all weather 
conditions. It simply utilises gas thermodynamic collectors rather than 
water filled solar collectors to generate hot water,can save 80% energy. 
 
Main features of TSP thermodynamic solar system : 
# Heats water to 55℃ all the year round. 
# Works in sun,rain,cloud and at nighttime. 
# Can be mounted vertically on walls. 
# Outstanding thermal efficiency.Saving energy 80%. 
# Robust aluminium panels. 
# Suitable for domestic and commercial. 
# Significantly reduces carbon omissions. 
# Long service years. 
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How TSP system works? 
Take Domestic Hot Water as sample,energy is absorbed from the atmosphere into special fluid circulating through the 
panels.when the fluid leaves the panels,it is highly compressed by compressor and becomes a hot gas.the hot gas then 
flows through a coil inside the water cylinder and heats the water.the gas then goes through a valve and reverts back 
into fluid. the fluid then goes back into the panels and then the process like above continues/recycles. 
 

 
 
Patent 
Smartclima already got patent for thermodynamic solar system.Anyone who produce or sell these above mentioned or 
similar products without Smartclima`s authorization will be pursued with legal responsibilities at anytime and any place. 
In order to assure agent/distributor`s rights,Smartclima will authorize you exclusive right for a special market/place if 
you required. 
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Models for Domestic Hot Water and Performace: 

Model TSP02 TSP03 

Power ~220V 50HZ ~220V 50HZ 

Rated Water Output Temperature 55℃ 55℃ 

Rated  Heat Capacity Output (W) 1670W 3880W 

Rated Power Input(W) 370W 800W 

Rated Current Input(A) 1.7 3.7 

Noise   ( (dB) A) ≤ 45 ≤ 45 

Panel Size(mm) & Panel Qty. 1700x800, 1 panel 1700x800, 2 panels 

Water Tank Capacity(L) 100L,150L,200L 300L,500L 

Sub-Models 

TSP02-100, for 2-3 persons 

TSP02-150, for 3-4 persons 

TSP02-200; for 4-6 persons 

TSP03-300, for 7-8 persons 

TSP03-500, for 8-10 persons 

Applicable Environment Temp. -15℃/45℃ -15℃/45℃ 
 
* Heating Capactiy is relative to solar radiation, ambient temperature, ambient humidity,water temperature,etc. 
* Smartclima keep the right to make modification without previous notice.If there is difference between above datas and actual 

products,please subject to the actual products. 
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               Price( CNF ):  
 

Model TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) 

 ≥12units 6units-11units 3units-5units 

With 100L cylinder 968 996 1024 

 

Model TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) 

 ≥12units 6units-11units 3units-5units 

With 150L cylinder 1008 1036 1064 

 

Model TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) TSP02(USD/unit) 

 ≥12units 6units-11units 3units-5units 

With 200L cylinder 1168 1196 1224 

 

Model TSP03(USD/unit) TSP03(USD/unit) TSP03(USD/unit) 

 ≥12units 6units-11units 3units-5units 

With 300L cylinder 1586 1616 1664 

 
Model TSP03(USD/unit) TSP03(USD/unit) TSP03(USD/unit) 

 ≥12units 6units-11units 3units-5units 

With 500L cylinder 1796 1826 1874 

 
* Above prices include sea freight to destination port.  

* The price above includes heat panel + heat block + water cylinder + copper connecting pipe to compose          

a complete system. 

* The heat block doesn`t include electrical heater function in order to be more safe. 

* Smartclima wouldn`t notify if prices are modificated unless you require it in advance. 
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How to connect TSP System? 
TSP System is composed by four parts,they are Thermodynamic Panel(Heat Pane),Thermodynamic Block(Heat Block),Water Cylinder(or 

heat exchanger) and Copper Connecting Pipes with insulation.Refrigerant in compressor is pre-filled in the factory.What you to do is just 

only to Thermodynamic Panel(Heat Pane),Thermodynamic Block(Heat Block),Water Cylinder(or heat exchanger) with copper pipes.The 

procedures are very easy.(For more details,you can know it from Smartclima`s Operation Manuel) 
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The TSP Systems, composes of thermodynamic Panel(heat panel), water cylinder(or heat exchanger for central heating &pool heating) 

and thermodynamic heat block.It is a new generation hot water system,is the trend of hot water system development in future. 

The equipment holds refrigerant fluid which is pre-loaded at the factory. 

The TSP thermodynamic Solar Panel is manufactured of aluminium of high performance and with a powder coating that ensures a 

long-term protection against corrosion. This equipment’s panel connections are of Flare SAE type (threaded). 

The water cylinder’s interior is manufactured of steel with enamel coating and expanded polyurethane insulation, with cathodic protection. 

The TSP System in its most basic definition is refrigeration in reverse.  

 

The process of heating water involves the usage of environmental energies such as solar radiation, air and rain temperature, which are 

formulated by the French physicist Carnot’s theories. 

 

In the case of the thermodynamic solar panels, the thermodynamic concepts are put into practice by using a fluid that evaporates at -26 

degrees Celsius, thus we achieve to transport the heat absorbed by the collectors toward the water we want to heat. 

 

Despite the lack of solar radiation (maximum solar heat contribution), these panels capture the heat from the surrounding air all day long, 

as well as latent heat of rain, since the coolant remains inside the collector at -10 degrees Celsius which makes to absorb as much heat as 

possible by the Thermodynamic Solar Panels. 

 

Then, a compressor in a block raises the fluid temperature to 110 degrees Celsius, and it flows into the water circuit by way of a 

temperature exchanger, heating the water up to 50 Degrees Celcius. This guarantees us to have hot water all year round if the temperature 

keeps up to 0 Degrees Celsius. 
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Future Hot Water System! 
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